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Abstract: Some Christians combine a doctrine about Christ which implies that 
there is more than one divIDe self with the doctrine that God revealed to the Jews 
a monotheism according to which there is just one divine self: I suggest that it is 
less costly for such Christians to achieve consistency by abandoning the second of 
these doctrines than to achieve it by abandoning the first. 

Introduction 

An objection to traditional Christianity: it upholds a doctrine about 
Chtist which is not compatible with a doctrine it upholds about the Jews. The 
docttine about the Jews concerns their monotheism, their belief that there is 
just one divine self or conscious agent, the just, loving and all-powerlul creator 
of the world. It is that God revealed this monotheism to the Jews. The doctrine 
about Christ is threefold. It is that Christ had just one self; that Chtist had a self 
which was identical to the pre-existent. Word, the second person of the Trinity; 
and that the relations between Christ and the Father which are depicted in the 
Gospels are relations not of one self to itself, but between one self and another 
self. Since what is divinely revealed is true, the doctrine about the Jews entails 
that there is indeed just one divine self. But from the threefold docttine about 
Christ it follows that the Word and the Father are two distinct selves, and so 
that there are more divine selves than one. The docttine about Christ is not 
consistent with the docttine about the Jews. 

This particular objection can perhaps be met. A Chtistian might deny tha,t 
God revealed to the Jews that there is just one divine self, and affirm instead 
that just one divine self revealed Himself to the Jews. It seems less cosrly for 
the Chtistian thus to preserve consistency than for him to preserve it by 
denying some element of the threefold docttine about Christ. I develop this 
suggestion in the last two sections of the paper. One might suppose that by 
his very Triultarianism a Christian is required to reject the doctrine about the 
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Jews: there is a self-consistent Trinitarianism which is compatible with the 
threefold doctrine about Christ, but eo self-consistent Trinitarianism is com
patible with the existence of just one divine self. I begin by rejecting this line 

of thought. • 

Trinltarianlsm 

Trinitarians believe that there is just one God and yet three divine 
persons. Is the one God a seif, a conscious agent? Are the persons selves? 
Some theories of the Trinity do not answer these questions, but those that· 
do either entail that there is just one divine self, or entail the negation of that 
proposition. I suggest that while various theories of the Trinity, which entail 
that negation, are both free from contradiction and compatible with the threefold. 
doctrine about Christ, there is also at least one theory which entails the existence 
of just one divine self and is both free from contradiction and compatible with 
the monotheism of the Jews. The exigencies of a self-consistent Trinitarianism 
are not enough to determine a choice between the threefold doctrine about 
Christ and the doctrine about the Jews. What though of the exigencies of ortho
doxy? Must an orthodox theory of the Trinity be of the one-self kind? And does 
orthodoxy exclude the claim that just one of three divine selves revealed himself 
to the Jews? These questions will be left aside.' 

Some theories of the Trinity are not of the one-self kind. They say either that 
there is no divine self or that there are more divine selves than one. Of those 
which say that there are more than one, some say that each of the three persons 
of the Trinity is a distinct divine self. How, if that is so, are the three distinct 
persons related to the one God? Various answers have been or could be given 
to this question. God is the mutual love of the three peJ;sons. God is a unique 
and unified plurality, composed of the persons. God is the generic divine 
nature which is shared by the persons. The persons are composed of God. 
God has at some time divided into the three persons, and is identical to each 
of the three persons, in the sense that He is part of the same temporally 
extended entity as each of them. God is a substance who stands to the persons 
in a relation analogous to that in which a human person stands to the 
distinct centres of consciousness which result from the bisection of that person's 
brain.2 

At least some of these answers yield self-consistent theories of the Trinity 
which are compatible with the threefold doctrine about Christ. :rhere is,' for 
example, no inconsistency in a theory which says that each of the three persons 
is a distinct divine self, and that God is a unique and unified plurality,cornposed 
of the perSons. Nor is it inconsistent to say that each of the three ·persons 
is a distinct divine self, and that God is the generic divine naooe;shared.by 
the persons. And, plainly, each of these last two theories is. compatible with the 
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threefold doctrine about Christ. The threefold doctrine entails that the one 
and only self of Christ is identical to tile Word, and that the Father is a self 
distinct from the self which is the Word. This is allowed forlY any theory of the 
Trinity which says that each of the persons is a distinct divine self. 

One-self theories of the Trinity entail that there is just one divine self. Is there 
a one-self theory which is free from contradiction and compatible with Jewish 
monotheism, with the doctrine that there is just one divine self or conscious 
agent, the just, loving and alJ -powerful creator of the world? Someone may 
say that the God of a self-consistent theory of the Trinity cannot be identified 
with the God of Jewish monotheism because Jewish monotheism is itself 
inconsistent. The God of this monotheism could have existed before creating 
the world, and yet this God is loving, and indeed essentialJy loving, and an 
essentially loving being cannot be solitary. An essentially loving being cannot 
exist without loving, and a being cannot love without having someone or . 
something else to love. This strikes me as a doubtful argument. Might not a 
solitary God love the world which He knew He would create but had not yet 
created ?3 

Leftow has proposed a one-self theory of the Trinity which is compatible 
with the monotheism of the Jews' It says, in effect, that God is a self and that 
the persons of the Trinity are also that self, in three different parts of its one life. 
, God lives His life in three discrete strands at once, no event of his life occurring 
in more than one strand and no strand succeeding another. In one strand God 
lives the Father's life, in one the Son's, and in one the Spirit's'.' Leftow employs 
a time-travel analogy in order to explain what this means. At one and the 
same point in our time a time-traveller Uane) is, as a result of repeated pastward 
journeys, present several times over in different but adjacent places. Parts of 
her life which seem to her to come one after the other don't, as in the normal 
case, succeed each other in our time,· but are rather, in our time, simultaneous. 
Jane is part of a chorus line. She is reduced to tiine-travel because no-one else 
in the chorus line has come to work. She makes up what we see as a full chorus 
line by repeated journeys back into the immediate past, in each of which she 
takes up a different place in the line, making a quip as she does so to the girl on 
her left, who is, of course, herself. J ane lives a bit of her life in several strands 
at once; God lives alJ of His life in three strands at once. 

Is this three-strands theory self-consistent? It is, at least, not obviously 
inconsistent. It is not obviously inconsistent to suppose that one and the SaIll£ 

self lives part of its life in several strands at once, and does something in one 
strand whilst simultaneously not doing it in another, as when Jane makes a quip 
in one strand and, in another, does nothing at that time but listen to the quip. 
Nor is it obviously inconsistent to suppose that different phases in the life of a 
single self are non-normalJy distributed over ordinary time, or that a single self 
which exists at all thnes lives alJ its life in three strands at once, either by travelling 
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from tim.e's last instant back to its first, or in some other way if time has an 
infinite future. Nor is it obviousJ.y.inconsistent to suppose that an atemporal 
selflives all its life in three non-successive strands. 

Leftow's three-strands theory is compatible wi~wish monotheism and is 
not obviously. inconsistent. Is there a more obviously consistent one-self 
theory which is compatible with the monotheism of the Jews? I think there is, 
and that it can be constructed with the help ofa psychological analogy. 

One thinks at this point of St Augustine, who. wrote that 'there is a kind of 
image of the Trinity in the rnind itself, and .the knowledge of it, which is its 
offspring and its word concerning itself,and love as ·a 1'hird; ·. and these three are 
one, and one substance'. • If' the mind' is a self, and analogous to the Father, this 
suggestS a one-self theory of the Trinity. It would also be possible to construct 
a one-self theory which makes the Trinity analogous to a triad of particulars 
involved ih human action. Suppose that John focuses his attention on the scarlet 
colour that he experiences, or struggles to lift a lever, or wills the orange to stop 
rolling before it reaches ·the edge of the table. If he introspects or subsequently 
remembers such an episode, he recognizes an intermediary between himself 
and the content of his intentional state. He recognizes a volitional inter
mediary, a particular which is onLulugically dependent on, but distinct from, 
both himself and the content of his intentional state. This intermediary particular 
we might call a force. 

Following Husser!, we might also say that the content of John's intentional 
state is a particular ontologically dependent on but distinct from himself. The 
content of his intentional state would be what the early Husser! called its matter, 
as distinct from its quality or mode, and as distinct from what the later Husser! 
called its ego. 7 Someone might suggest that the . Trinity is .a mad involved in 
the action of the Father: the Father is a self or cOlilsci@us agent, the Word the 
content of the Father's intentional state, the Holy Spmt the force which is 
the intermediary between the self which is the' Father and the content which 
is the Word. 

She caught the crying of those·Three, 
The Immortals of the eternal'ting, , 
The Utterer. Uttered, Uttering: 

If God is then identified with the whole Trinity, a theory emerges which entails 
the existence of just one divine self. But this one-s~ii theorY'is not consistent with 
th.e monotheism of the Jews: if God is the ~hQI~ Trinity, and the one and only 
divine self is the Father, then, contrary to Jewish monotheism, this one divine self 
is not God. 

But consider again the triad of self, force, and content. A one-self theory could 
be constructed in which God is the self in such a triad, and the persons are 
not identified with particular members of the triad, but seen rather as logical 
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constructions out of facts about the relations which hold or do not hold between 
the members of such a triad. To say th~ the Father exists would be to say 
that there is a member of the triad which in some sense causes the other two 
members to exist but is not caused to exist by either of the "er two members. 
To say that the Word exists would be to say that there is a member of the triad 
which is caused to exist by just one member of the triad and which causes the 
remaining member to exist. To say that the Holy Spirit exists would be to say that 
there is a member of the triad which is caused to exist by the other two members 
but which does not cause either of the other two members to exist. In this 
relational theory of the Trinity there is just one <\ivine self and God is this self. 
It is a one-self theory which is both free from contradiction and compatible' 
with the monotheism of the Jews. 

The threefold doctrine about ChrIst 

A Christian succumbs to inconsistency if he accepts both the threefold 
doctrine about Christ and the doctrine that the monotheism of the Jews was 
revealed to them by God. In this section I show how costly it is for the Christian 
to preserve consistency by abandoning the threefold doctrine, and in the next 
section I suggest that it is perhaps not too costly for him to abandon the doctrine 
about the Jews. 

There is, you might say, an objection to the threefold doctrine which is 
independent of its incompatibility with the doctrine about the Jews. The threefold 
doctrine is a conjunction: (i) Christ had just one self; and (ii) Christ had a self 
which was identical to the pre-existent Word; and (iii) the relations between 
Christ and the Father which are depicted in the Gospels are relations not of 
one self to itself, but between one self and another self. Here is an argument 
for rejecting either (i) or (ii), and, hen.ce, for rejecting the conjunction. Any 
divine self is both perfect and essentially omniscient. If Christ had just one 
self, and if this self. was divine, then He was both essentially omniscient 
and perfect. But Christ was tempted, during his forty days in the wilderness and 
perhaps at Gethsemane. According to Hebrews 4.14,he was in fact' in all points 
tempted like as we are'. And, necessarily, a perfect and omniscient being is 
not tempted. Why so? Necessarily,S is tempted at tto A only if it would be wrong 
for S to A. And, necessarily, S is tempted at t to A only if at t S does not know that 
he will not A. But if S is a perfect being and if it would be wrong for S to A then 
8 will not A. And if 8 will not A and 8 is omniscient at t, then 8 knows at t that he' 
will not A. 80 if 8 is perfect, and is omniscient at t, but is tempted at t to A, then, 
absurdly, 8 both knows at t and does not know at t that he will not A.' 80 since 
Christ was tempted He was not both essentially omniscient and perfect, and He 
had a self which was not divine. This non-divine self mayor may not have been 
His only self. But if He did have a non-divine self, then it is not the case both that 
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(i) Christ had just one self, and that (ll) Christ had a self which was identical to the 
pre-existent Word. 

• The objection can be met by denying that if a self is divine then that 
self is essentially omniscient. Perhaps what is ess.al to the divinity of a self 
is not omniscience but an intrinsic property of that self which could be 
preserved in the incarnation of that self. Perhaps, if the persons of the 
Trinity are three distinct selves, the pre-existent Word loses its omniscience 
on becoming incarnate, but preserves its nature by continuing to possess 
this intrinsic property. Or, if each person of the Trinity is God in one 
strand of God's life, then God is not omniscient at all points in one strand of 
His life. 

Why is it costly for a Christian to reject the threefold doctrine about Christ? 
To deny that doctrine is to deny at least one of its elements. Element (iii) i~ that 
the relations between Christ and the Father which are depicted in the Gospels 
are relations not of one self to itself, but b~tween on~ self and another self. This, 
at least, is difficult to reject. There are-many Gospel passages in which Christ 
is portrilyed as loving his Father, obedient to his Father, and these, -if taken at 
face value, portray relations between one self and another, rather than oJ one 
self to itself. See for example, Luke 10.21-22: 

In that hour Jesus rejoiced in spirit, and said, I thahk thee, 0 Father, the Lord of heaven 
and earth, that thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast 
revealed them unto babes: even so, Father-;-forso it-seemed good in thy sight. All 
things are delivered to me of my Father: and no man knoweth who the Father is, but 
the Son, and he to whom the Son will reveal him. 

Or John 17.1-2: 'These words spake Jesus, and lifted his eyes up to heaven, 
and said, Father the hour is come; glorify thy Son, that thy Son also may glorify 
thee. '9 

Now consider the elements: (i) Christ had just one self, and (ll) Christ had a self 
which was identical to the pre-existent Word. Either both are true, and then, 
given (ill), the whole threefold doctrine about Christ is true. Or either (i) or (ll) is 
false. Suppose the latter. Then, presumably, Christ had at least one self which 
was not divine, and, presumably, either He had just one self and this self was not 
divine, or He had just two selves, one divine and one not. An argument now 
suggests itself for the truth of both (i) and (ll). If Christ had just one self and it 
was not divine, then there is no strong sense in which Christ was the Word 
incarnate. He could have been the Word incarnateoniy in the etiolated sense 
that His words and actions manifested, illustrated or exemplified what God 
thinks and wills, or what the Word thinks or wills, or what God thinks or wills 
in that strand of God's life in which He is the Word, or perhaps what is thouglIt 
or willed by that member of the triad of self, force, and content whose causal 
relations to the other members of the triad constitute the existence of the 
Word.'o Now suppose that Christ had just two selves, one divine and one not. 
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Then Nestorianism foUows. The argument seems inconclusive. It is far from 
clear that Nestorianism foUows from the "roposition that Christ had just two 
selves, one divine and one not, far from clear that the proposition is not con
sistent with the existence of just 'one Prosopon and one 'l'!ypostasis'. One 
possibility is to say that Christ's human nature is a self and to say, with Duns 
Scotus, that a nature is a person only if it has the negative property of lacking 
dependence. Christ's human nature lacks that negative property by virtue of 
being assumed by the Word." 

But there is a better argument for the truth of (i) and (ii). Grant, as before, 
that if either (i) or (ii) is false, then either Christ's one and only self was not 
divine, or he had just two selves, one divine and one not. How in that case 
does the falsity of (i) or (ii) cohere with the idea that part of Christ's saving 
mission was to express, through the suffering and bloody death which was its 
inevitable or foreseeable consequence, divine solidarity with the human con
dition? If, as (i) and (ii) say, the one and only self of Christ was identical to 
the pre-incarnate Word, or identical to God in one strand of His life, then the 
suffering and bloody death would have been whoUy borne by a divine self: a 
perfect expression of divine solidarity. Not so if the suffering and bloody death 
had been wholly or partly borne by a specially chosen or created non-divine 
human self. And it seems that this is how things would have been if (i) or (ii) 

were false. 
The thought here is not exactly that it always better to take suffering on oneself 

than to delegate it to others. It isn't quite the thought that, as Swinbume puts it, 
' The officer has no right to command (or even permit) a private to fall on a 
grenade to save other soldiers if he could fall on it himself. '12 It is after all not 
totally impossible for delegated suffering to produce a benefit which outweighs 
that suffering and could not have been had without it, and so not totally 
impossible for there to be some generosity in the delegation of suffering. 
The thought is rather that, even if, as Christians often say, all human suffering 
is in some way that we do not understand necessary for a greater benefit 
which outweighs it, still, partly because the need for the suffering is 
so often incomprehensible, it would be an expression of divine solidarity 
with the human condition if similar suffering were, if only once, borne by a 
divine self. 

It is true that if Christ had two selves, one fuUy divine and one not, these selves 
might be so related that all the sufferings of the non-divine self were also borne , 
by the divine self. Might not some of the contents of the experiences of the 
divine self even be numerically identical with some or all of the contents of 
the experiences of the non-divine self? Perhaps. But the expression of solidarity 
would be plainer and more simple if the sufferings were borne only by a divine 
self, and not shared with a non-divine human self. This is possible, if both (i) 
and (ii) are true. 
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Jewish monotheism 

A Christian succumbs to t,consistency if he accepts both the threefold 
doctrine about Christ and the doctrine that the IWnotheism of the Jews was 
divinely revealed. If divinely revealed, the monotheism of the Jews is true. But 
according to that monotheis;", there is just one divine self. And according to 
the threefold doctrine there are more divine selves than one. I have shown how 
costly it is for a Christian to reject the threefold doctrine. How costly is it for 
him to preserve that doctrine by rejecting the doctrine about the Jews? 

The cost, you might think, is absurdly high. If God did not reveal to the Jews 
their monotheism, He must at least have taught it to them or induced them to 
believe it. The doctrine itself is true or false. If it is true then the threefold doctrine 
about Christ is false. But if it is false then God deceived the Jews. For this line of 
thought encouragement can be found in a recent and vigorous article by' Dale 
Tuggy. The target of this article is Social Trinitarianism. Tuggy maintains that 
if Social Trinitarianism were true then God would be a deceiver. Numerous 
passages from the Pentateuch, Isaiah, Ezekiel, the Psalms and other books 
of the Old Testament involve 'the self-revelation of God/the LORD/Yahweh 
(the God ofAbraham, David, the prophets, and so on) as a personal individual'." 
But according to Social Trinitarianism God is not a single divine person. He 
is a 'community of three divine persons' who are qualitatively similar but 
numerically distinct'." If God were this community, His treatment of the Jews 
would, according to Tuggy, be analogous to the deception of an orphan by a 
group of three men who for a long period ring her up in turn, expressing their love 
for her and pretending to be her father, only later to present themselves as three. 
And if Social Trinitarianism were true there would also be New Testament evi

dence for divine deception: 'all New Testament Writers (and according to them 
Jesus himself) think of God and the Father as numerically the same';15 if [Social 
Trinitarianisml is true and the 'apostolic teachiog was divinely inspired, at least 
one of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, induced (at least) John, Paul and Peter 
(dare we add Jesus Christ?) to identify God and the Father'!' Though the three
fold doctrine about Christ does not entail the existence of a social Trinity, it is 
clear that if Tuggy's argument is sound then the Jews would have been deceived 
by any Trinity whose existence is compatible with the threefold doctrine 
about Christ. Jewish monotheism entails that there is just one divine self, and 
the threefold doctrine entails that both the Father and the Word are selves. 

It seems to me that a distinction is needed which Tuggy does not draw. A 
distinction is needed between the revelation of a self, and the revelation or 
teaching by that self of a doctrine about itself. A Christian who denies that Jewish 
monotheism was divinely revealed to the Jews need not deny that there was 
a divine revelation to the Jews. He can still affirm that a divine self revealed 
Himself to the Jews. He can say, for example, that this self was the Father, the 
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first person of the Trinity. The Father appeared to the Patriarchs, commanded 
the Jews to worship only Him, appointelf them to be His chosen people, made 
a covenant with them, and was called by them God, Yahwe'Wt0r the LORD." AI; a 
result of the Father's revelation of Himself, the Jews came to believe that there 
was just one divine self. But neither the Father nor the Trinity revealed this 
monotheistic doctrine to the Jews, or taught this doctrine to them. With the 
Incarnation, a second divine self revealed Himself, and, after that, a third. Only 
later was the actual doctrine of the Trinity revealed. 

It will be objected that, even when armed with this story, a Christian cannot 
deny Jewish monotheism without having to say that God deceived the Jews. If 
the Jews came to believe their monotheism as a result of the Father's revelation 
of Himself, then, surely, they were ied to believe it by the Father. But to lead 
someone to believe a falsehood is to deceive them. To this the Christian can 
perbaps reply that it is one thing to deceive someone and another to do some
thing and not to prevent it from resulting in someone's having a false belief. 
To deceive someone is to tell him what you know is false with the intention of 
getting him to believe it. A Christian may say that, although Jewish monotheism 
is false, and although the Jews would not have come to accept their 
monotheism without the Father's revelation of Himself, still the Father did not 
deceive them. Rather, He allowed them to believe something false. It wasenough, 
until." the Incarnation, for the Jews to abandon primitive polytheism, with its 
pantheon of barely superhuman gods and goddesses, and to worship only the 
onedivine self who revealed Himself to them. 

To preserve consistency, a Christian must reject either the threefold doctrine 
about Christ or the doctrine that Jewish monotheism was divinely revealed. 
For him to reject the former is, I suggested, very costly. But for him to reject the 
latter may be less costly than it seems. He can, it seems, reject the latter without 
having to believe in divine deception and without having to deny that there was 
a divine revelation to the Jews." 
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